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This lecture covers the following:
• Identifiers, Variables and Constants
• Data Types: Primitive and Reference
• Type Casting
• Operators
• Number Literals



Identifiers and Variables
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Identifiers are the names that identify the elements such as classes, methods, and 
variables in a program.
• a sequence of characters that consists of letters, digits, underscores (_), and 

dollar signs ($)
• must start with a letter, an underscore (_), or a dollar sign ($) – i.e., it cannot 

start with a digit

Variables are named values that can change during an execution of a program.
• use camel Case Naming Convention for naming variables (e.g., radius, 
interestRate)
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A constant is an entity that represents permanent data that never changes.
To declare constants:

final <datatype> CONSTANT_NAME = value;
Notes:
• final – a keyword which means that the constant cannot be changed
• Constants must be declared and initialized at the same time.
• Naming convention for constants: all upper-case letters, word split by 

underscores (_)



Constants
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3 benefits:
• No need to repeatedly type the same value
• Can change the value from just a single location
• Descriptive names for constants makes the program easy to read (e.g., PI = 
3.14159)



Data Types
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Primitives such as ints and doubles are created and manipulated 
directly using their names. (The compiler actually uses their location 
addresses, but we will not go into detail here)

int x = 10;
x = x + 2;

Objects have no names and are manipulated indirectly using an object 
reference.

Rectangle rect = new Rectangle(10, 5, 40, 50);
rect.translate(20, 40);

10
12

x

Rectangle

x = 10 30
y = 5 45
w = 40
h = 50
translate()

rect



Primitive Data Types
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Primitive data types in Java are byte, short, int, float, double, char, Boolean.
(first 5 are numeric types)
• Some problems require us to handle whole numbers while others require floating 

point numbers (non-whole numbers)
• Determine what kind of variable you would use for:

• day, month, year?
• temperature, weight (kg)?



Integers and Floating Points
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• Integer numbers (using byte, short and int) are stored using exact representation.
• Floating point numbers are stored separately using the mantissa and exponent.

• Number of significant digits that can be stored is limited – cannot be represented exactly
• Hence, floating point representations are only approximations.

27.56 = 2.756 × 101 : mantissa = 2.756, exponent = 1

• Most high-level languages do not specify the sizes of their data types –
impediment for portability.
• Java specifies the sizes precisely (independent of platform)



Java Numeric Types
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• typically use int for integers and double for floating points
• for large integers, use long
• for small integers (e.g., day, month, year), you may use byte if memory is a 

constraint

Type Size Minimum Value Maximum Value

byte 8 bits –128 127

short 16 bits –32,768 32,767

int 32 bits –2,147,483,648 2,147,483,647

long 64 bits –9,223,372,036,854,775,808 9,223,372,036,854,775,807

float 32 bits ≈ –3.4E+38 ≈ +3.4E+38

double 64 bits ≈ –1.7E+308 ≈ +1.7E+308



Data Types char and boolean
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• Most languages such as C and Pascal use 1 byte for char (8 bits), allowing only 
256 distinct characters to be stored.
• Java uses 2 bytes (Unicode) for characters allowing Asian languages to be stored 

(up to 65536 values)
• However, most operating systems use 1-byte characters. Hence, we must convert 

them using classes such as InputStreamReader.

char input = 'q'; 
char ch = '\n'; // \n – newline and \t - tab

• boolean is used for storing true/false values
boolean stop = false;



The String Type
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String is a predefined class in the Java library.
• used to represent a string of characters. Example:

String message = "Welcome to Java";
• not a primitive type, but a reference type

NOTE
• Any Java class can be used as a reference type for a variable.
• Reference data types will be thoroughly discussed in "Classes and Objects".
• For the time being, you just need to know how to declare a String variable, 

how to assign a string to the variable, and how to concatenate strings.



Strings
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String name = new String("Charles");
is equivalent to:

String name = "Charles";

What happens when you write the following 
statement next?

name = "Charles Tom";

String

"Charles"

name
1000

1000

String

"Charles"

name
2000

1000
String

"Charles Tom"

2000

ANSWER

A new String object will be created, and its 
address will be assigned to name.
The old String object (at address 1000) will be 
marked for garbage collection.

Note: Once a String object is created, it 
cannot be changed (immutable object) in any 
way!



String Operations
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String myName = "George";
The snapshot in memory is: 

Note that the first index is 0, not 1. Once a String object is created, we can use its 
methods such as
myName.charAt(2);    // returns 'o'
myName.indexOf('e'); // returns 1, it is the first 'e'
myName.indexOf("or");// returns 2 as "or" starts at 2

0 1 2 3 4 5
G e o r g e



String Operations
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If mutable strings are required, the StringBuffer class should be used. 

StringBuffer name = new StringBuffer("Cherles");
name.setCharAt(2, 'a'); // "Cherles" -> "Charles"



String Class Operations
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Instance methods for String include:

String Operation Method Description

length() returns the number of characters in this string

charAt() returns the character at the specified index from the string

concat(s1) returns a new string after joining string s1
toUpperCase() returns the string with all letters in upper case

toLowerCase() returns the string with all letters in lower case

trim() returns the same string with whitespace characters 
trimmed at both sides



String Concatenation
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The concat() method or the + operator can be used to concatenate two strings.
Example
String s1 = "Hello", s2 = "World";
String s = s1.concat(s2); // s = "HelloWorld"

This also gives the same result:
String s = s1 + s2;

Note: The + operator can be used to concatenate a string with a number.



String Conversions
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• s.toLowerCase() returns string s with all letters in lower case
• s.toUpperCase() returns string s with all letters in UPPER CASE
• trim() method returns the same string after eliminating whitespace characters 

at the beginning and end

Whitespace characters include: ' ', \t, \f, \r, \n

"\t Good Morning\n".trim(); // returns "Good Morning"



Reading a String from the Console
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These methods are typically used together with a Scanner object.

NOTE: Do not use nextLine() after any of these methods.

Method Function

next() Reads a string that ends with a whitespace character

nextLine() Reads an entire line of text (i.e., reads a string until ENTER key is pressed)

nextByte() Reads an integer of the byte type

nextShort() Reads an integer of the short type

nextInt() Reads an integer of the int type

nextLong() Reads an integer of the long type

nextFloat() Reads a number of the float type

nextDouble() Reads a number of the double type



Reading a String from the Console
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Reading a String from the Console
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Reading a String from the Console
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Reading a String from the Console
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To read a character from the console, use the nextLine() method to read a 
string and then invoke the charAt(0) method on the string to return a 
character. For example, the following code reads a character from the keyboard:



String Comparisons
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Append the following methods behind a string to carry out the following functions:

Method Function

s.equals(s1) Returns true if String s is equal to s1
s.equalsIgnoreCase(s1) Returns true if String s is equal to s1 (case insensitive)

s.compareTo(s1) Returns an integer greater than 0, equal to 0 or less than 0 to indicate 
whether String s is greater than, equal to, or less than s1

s.startsWith(prefix) Returns true if String s starts with the specified prefix

s.endsWith(suffix) Returns true if String s ends with the specified suffix

s.contains(s1) Returns true if s1 is a substring of String s



String Comparisons
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public class StringComparison {
public static void main(String[] args) {

String s = "Welcome to Java";

System.out.println(s.startsWith("We")); // true
System.out.println(s.startsWith("we")); // false
System.out.println(s.endsWith("va")); // true
System.out.println(s.endsWith("v")); // false
System.out.println(s.contains("to")); // true
System.out.println(s.contains("To")); // false

}
}



String Comparisons
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To Compare Two Strings
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• Using the == operator only checks if two strings are referring to the same object. 
It does not tell you if the two strings have the same content.
• If you want to check the similarity between the strings' contents, use the 
equals() method.



Substrings
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A string s1 is a substring of string s2 if s1 is a part of s2.
substring(beginIndex) returns the substring 
• starting from beginIndex to the end of original string

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
W e l c o m e M E

message.substring(3)

String message = "Welcome ME";



Substrings
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A string s1 is a substring of string s2 if s1 is a part of s2.
substring(beginIndex, endIndex) returns the substring 
• starting from beginIndex, extended to the character before endIndex

(character at endIndex is not part of substring)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
W e l c o m e M E

message.substring(0,7)

String message = "Welcome ME";



Finding Characters or Substrings within 
Strings
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• All methods return -1 if no match is found.
• The variable ch can be a single character or string.

String Method Function

s.indexOf(ch) Returns the index of the first occurrence of ch in String s
s.indexOf(ch, 
fromIndex)

Returns the index of the first occurrence of ch after the fromIndex
position in String s

s.lastIndexOf(ch) Returns the index of the last occurrence of ch in String s
s.lastIndexOf(ch, 
fromIndex)

Returns the index of the last occurrence of ch before the fromIndex
position in String s



Finding Characters or Substrings within 
Strings
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public class FindSubstrings {
public static void main(String[] args) {

String s = "my dog ate my homework last night";

System.out.println(s.indexOf("my")); // this returns 0
System.out.println(s.indexOf("my", 5)); // this returns 11
System.out.println(s.indexOf("my", 15)); // this returns -1

System.out.println(s.lastIndexOf("my")); // returns 11
System.out.println(s.lastIndexOf("my", 15); // returns 11
System.out.println(s.lastIndexOf("my", 5); // returns 0
System.out.println(s.lastIndexOf("last", 5); // returns -1

}
}



Numeric Type Conversions
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In Java, the range of numeric types increase in this order:
byte → short → int → long → float → double

A value with a given type can be assigned to variables of any other type which has a 
greater range.

int x = 100;
double y = x; // no problem
long z = x; // no problem



Numeric Type Conversions (cont'd)
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byte → short → int → long → float → double

However, a value cannot be assigned to a variable with a smaller range without 
explicit casting. This prevents possible overflow.

double y = 99.9;
int x = y; // compilation error
int x = (int) y; // no problem



Numeric Type Conversions (cont'd)
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byte → short → int → long → float → double

When variables of different types are used in an expression, the variables are 
automatically converted to the larger type.

10 * 30.0 // expression evaluates to double value



Type Casting
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Type casting converts a value of one type to another type.

2 types of casting:
• widening a type

• casting from a smaller range type to a type with a larger range
• can be performed automatically

• narrowing a type
• casting from a larger range type to a type with smaller range
• must be performed explicitly



Type Casting
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Implicit casting
double d = 3; (type widening)

Explicit casting
int i = (int) 3.0; (type narrowing)
int i = (int) 3.9; (non-integer portion is truncated)

Try this and see if it works: 
int x = 5 / 2.0;



Relational and Logical Operators
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• The relational operators <, <=, >, >= have the natural meaning yielding a 
Boolean value (true / false).
• To further manipulate these values, Java provides the logical operators && (AND), 
|| (OR), ^ (XOR), and ! (NOT).
• These logical operators can be applied to Boolean (true/false) operands only. The 

result of these operations are given in the truth table below.

a b !a a && b a || b a^b
T T F T T F
T F F F T T
F T T F T T
F F T F F F



Post/Pre-Increment/Decrement Operators
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• Operators ++ and -- allow incrementing/decrementing by 1.
• If used in prefix form, expression uses the altered value of variable. In the code 

below, the expression ++x * 2 evaluates to 22 (11 * 2). Hence, y is set to 
22.

int x = 10;
int y = ++x * 2;
System.out.print("x = " + x + " y = " + y);

Output

x = 11, y = 22



Post/Pre-Increment/Decrement Operators
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• In postfix form, expression uses the value's original value. In the code below, the 
expression x++ * 2 evaluates to 20 (10 * 2). Hence, y is set to 20.

• Note that in both cases, the value stored in variable x is incremented by 1.
• Similarly, -- can be used in pre or post form.

int x = 10;
int y = x++ * 2;
System.out.print("x = " + x + " y = " + y);

Output

x = 11, y = 20



Arithmetic Operators
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Operator Meaning Example Result

+ Addition 34 + 1 35
- Subtraction 34.0 – 0.1 33.9
* Multiplication 300 * 30 9000
/ Division 1.0 / 2.0 0.5
% Remainder 20 % 3 2



Note on Floating Point Numbers
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Calculations involving floating-point numbers are approximated because these 
numbers are not stored with complete accuracy. 

For example,
System.out.println(1.0 - 0.1 - 0.1 - 0.1 - 0.1 - 0.1);
displays 0.5000000000000001, not 0.5,  and

System.out.println(1.0 - 0.9);
displays 0.09999999999999998, not 0.1. 

Integers are stored precisely. 

Therefore, calculations with integers yield a precise integer result.



Exponent Operation
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To emulate exponent operations, we use a method from the Math class.
• Syntax for ab (a^b): Math.pow(a, b);

System.out.println(Math.pow(2, 3)); // 8.0
System.out.println(Math.pow(4, 0.5)); // 2.0
System.out.println(Math.pow(2.5, 2)); // 6.25
System.out.println(Math.pow(2.5, -2)); // 0.16

NOTE: The Math class contains more mathematical operations, which include floor 
and ceiling functions.



Shorthand Operators
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x = x + 5;
• This statement uses two separate operators + (higher precedence) and = to add 5 

to x and store the result in the same variable as x.
• Shorthand operators such as +=, –=, *=, /=, and %= allow corresponding 

operations to be combined.
• For example, using the additional assignment operator +=, we can create an 

equivalent statement:

x += 5; // equivalent to x = x + 5;



Operator Precedence and Associative Rule
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• Order in which operations are evaluated are based on precedence chart (below) 
and associative rule. 
• Associative Rule: Operators with equal precedence are carried out from left to 

right, except for = operator (which is right to left).

Category Operators Associativity

Operations on 
references

. [] L to R

Unary ++ -- ! – (type) R to L

Multiplicative * / % L to R

Additive + – L to R

Shift (bitwise) << >> >>> L to R

Relational < <= > >= instanceof L to R

Equality == != L to R



Operator Precedence and Associative Rule 
(cont'd)
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• Order in which operations are evaluated are based on precedence chart (below) 
and associative rule. 
• Associative Rule: Operators with equal precedence are carried out from left to 

right, except for = operator (which is right to left).

Category Operators Associativity

Boolean (or bitwise) 
AND

& L to R

Boolean (or bitwise) 
XOR

^ L to R

Boolean (or bitwise) OR | L to R

Logical AND && L to R

Logical OR || L to R

Conditional ?: R to L

Assignment = *= /= %= += -= R to L



Order of Evaluation (Example)
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3 + 8 * 4 > 5 * (4 + 3) – 1
3 + 8 * 4 > 5 * (4 + 3) – 1

3 + 8 * 4 > 5 * 7 – 1

3 + 32 > 5 * 7 – 1

3 + 32 > 35 – 1

35 > 35 – 1

35 > 34
TRUE

Inside parentheses first

Leftmost * next (* / % group)

Remaining * next (* / % group)

Leftmost + next (+ / - group)

Remaining - next (+ / - group)

> next
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Source: https://comic.browserling.com
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